TIPAC CORPORATE PERMISSION TO SOLICIT FORM
The Title Industry Political Action Committee (TIPAC) is the voluntary, non-partisan Political
Action Committee (PAC) of the American Land Title Association (ALTA). TIPAC helps elect
and re-elect Members of Congress who support title industry issues. TIPAC is the only political
action committee of its kind, organized for the express purpose of representing the title industry
on Capitol Hill.
The Federal Election Commission (FEC) requires TIPAC to obtain approval from ALTA
members before it can solicit and accept contributions from their employees. Giving permission
to solicit simply gives TIPAC permission to communicate with your executive and administrative
personnel, stockholders and family members of these two groups about TIPAC and the role it
plays in advancing and protecting the title industry’s interests in Washington. It does not obligate
your company or employees to support or contribute to TIPAC.
******
Yes, I permit TIPAC to solicit voluntary contributions from executive and administrative personnel, stockholders
and family members of these two groups. My company has not permitted another trade association with a federal PAC
to solicit contributions for the same calendar year(s). Corporate approval is necessary before TIPAC can conduct a
solicitation. This form can only be signed by a corporate representative assigned by the corporate member of ALTA to be
the association contact with the authority to act on behalf of the corporation. By granting solicitation approval, you do not
obligate yourself or your executive and administrative personnel, stockholders or the families of these two groups to give to
TIPAC.
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Please check the box and sign the line beside every year for which you wish to give TIPAC permission to solicit your employees.
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2 Ways to
Grant Authorization

Email this form to
lshimpvass@alta.org

Fill out online:
alta.org/advocacy/tipac-solicit.cfm

TIPAC CORPORATE PERMISSION TO SOLICIT Q&A
Q:

What is a “Corporate Approval of Solicitation” and why is it important?

A:

The Federal Election Commission requires the American Land Title Association’s
(ALTA) political action committee (TIPAC) to obtain approval from ALTA
members before it can solicit and accept contributions from their employees.
Giving permission to solicit simply gives TIPAC permission to communicate with
your executive and administrative personnel, stockholders and family members of
these two groups about TIPAC and the role it plays in advancing and protecting
the title industry’s interests in Washington. It does not obligate your company or
employees to support or contribute to TIPAC.

Q:

Can anyone from my company give permission to solicit on behalf of my company?

A:

Permission to solicit may only be granted by a representative assigned by your company to be ALTA’s
contact with the authority to act on behalf of the company.

Q:

Do I have to give permission to solicit every year? Can I withdraw permission?

A:

Permission to solicit may be granted for up to 5 consecutive years by your company and may be
withdrawn for future years at any time. Only one approval form is required per company.

Q:

Our company has its own federal PAC. Can our employees still contribute to TIPAC?

A:

Yes. Even if your company has a federally registered PAC, your employees (and their spouses) may still
contribute up to $5,000 a year to both TIPAC and your company’s PAC.

Q:

If our company gives permission to solicit to TIPAC, can employees contribute to other PACs?

A:

Yes. When a company gives TIPAC permission to solicit, it does not preclude employees from contributing
to state, federal, candidate, or corporate PACs. The only restrictions are that a company cannot give
permission to more than one trade association PAC per calendar year and employees may not be solicited to
contribute to the PAC of a trade association which has not received the company’s prior approval.

Q:

Why should our company give permission to solicit to TIPAC?

A:

In practical terms, giving permission to solicit allows your employees who wish to support TIPAC the
ability to do so. TIPAC cannot solicit contributions without permission to solicit.

Q:

Do I need to give permission to solicit if I am an individual or non-corporate member of ALTA?

A:

No, individual members and member businesses not treated as corporations under the law can be
solicited for TIPAC in their own right and are not required to give permission to solicit.

Q:

If a parent company gives permission to solicit does that mean their subsidiaries are allowed to be solicited by
TIPAC, as well?

A:

No, only the corporation that is a member of ALTA may be solicited. Subsidiary & parent companies
may be solicited only if they also are members of ALTA and have submitted their own permission to
solicit form.

